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Abstract
The present work compiles numerous papers in the area of computeraided design
graphics layout conguration and user interfaces in general There is nearly no con
ference on graphics multimedia and user interfaces that does not include a section on
constraintbased graphics on the other hand most conferences on constraint processing
favour applications in graphics This work of bibliographical pointers may serve as a
basis for a detailed and comprehensive survey of this important and challenging eld in
the intersection of constraint processing and graphics In order to reach this ambitious
aim and also to keep this study uptodate the authors appreciate any comment and
update information
 
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 Introduction
Research in the area of layout graphics computeraided design CAD and visualization
comprises more and more novel techniques of the articial intelligence AI disciplinesee
eg

Smithers  
	
 Foley et al  

 Catarci et al  

 Maybury  



 The present
work focuses on constraint processing and compiles numerous papers in conjunction with
intelligent graphical design and visualization
 
Already here we would like to point to a few papers just to illustrate the existence of
the intersection area of constraint processing and graphical design For instance

Maleki
 
	

employs interactive graphics to build the constraint network whereas

Maulsby et al
 
		

uses constraint solving in interactive graphics

Gleicher  



discusses constraint
based interactive graphical applications in a broad sense

Sistare  

 

provides both the
constraint description and the underlying geometry in one graphical framework to make
it easier for the user to understand the representation of both

Amarel et al  

 

also
points to intelligent problem solving methods as eg constraint processing due to the
design complexity As graphics infrastructure becomes more and more sophisticated also
commercial activities have concentrated on constraintbased graphical applications

Cras
 

 Kurlander et al  




The constraint satisfaction problem CSP comprises a set of n variables with associated
nite domains FDs and some combinations of value assignments constraints to the
variables then in order to get the globally consistent solution we need to compute the set
of all ntuples consistent with the given constraints



Tsang  



may serve as a further
reference Please further consult

Freuder et al  




By and large there are mainly two dierent qualities of constraint solving techniques
local constraint propagation and global constraint satisfaction Briey speaking the distinc
tion is as follows local propagation just considers those parts which are closely related to
each other and works only on a subset of the problem global satisfaction however copes
with the matter as a whole Or from another point of view a local technique tries to rule
out values which are identied to be of no further use and thereby potentially reduces the
domains of the variables a global algorithm however keeps track of the interrelation of the
values and maintains complete combinations The result of local propagation the socalled
locally consistent solution is an ntuple of domain sets whereas the result of global
satisfaction the socalled globally consistent solution is a set of ntuples enumerating all
possible combinations

Although local propagation is a fast technique we would already
now like to take the opportunity to point to the fact that local consistency does not imply
global consistencycf also

Kramer  



p  footnote

Thus the locally consistent
solution may just serve as a preprocessing state the correct instantiations of the variables
 
Although a constraintbased philosophy is found in nearly all the papers there are cases where the
implementation of this idea has not been performed by constraint processing techniques in a narrow sense
nevertheless we have cited some of them due to their intention

Striving for all combinations is important in a lot of realworld applications for instance modelling a
set of trac lights requires all possible colour assignments 

Hower 	



 Furthermore in computeraided
layout design all potential congurations should be oered to the user this feature is one of the reasons to
employ a constraintbased approach You may consult

Van Hentenryck 	





By 	 August 	

 the rst author has similarly reported this clarication to the internet newsgroup
compai 

You may consider

Dechter and van Beek 	



regarding the way of the quality of a locally consistent
solution to a globally consistent one

must still be tried Please note that this view of local propagation is dierent to the one used
by most of the local propagation solvers mentioned in this survey However the statement
above is an important classication in regard to the classical CSP local consistency in the
sense just described above is incorporated in the FD solvers mentioned in our paper In

Borning  
	 

the weakness of local propagation has already been recognized and it refers
to the need of a global analysissee also

Helm et al  



p 

Faltings and Sun
 



states the fact that binary constraint networks are often not expressive enough and
prefers user interaction when some modications come up pp    there

Faltings
 

b

nicely motivated a constraintbased approach to CAD

Haroud and Faltings  



deals with global consistency for continuous domains
It is no surprise that in the material considered for this work it has really turned out that
constraint satisfaction techniques are fundamental to intelligent CAD Lets have a look at
some prominent citations Constraints will be taking an increasingly prominent position in
our paradigms for programming in the years to comesee

Borning  
	 

p 	  in
the cadcam community  constraint systems have become de rigueur for serious cad
systemssee

Kramer  



p xviii The development of computer graphics constraint
systems has been of considerable interest in recent yearssee

Rankin  



p   In
the papers taken into consideration local propagation in the sense mentioned by the rst
item of subsection  has been the method mostly preferredprobably due to the eciency
of the procedure Unfortunately it sometimes leaves to the reader to imagine how global
consistency is achieved

Although nearly each paper mentioned in this survey includes a section on related work
there seems to be a large demand for a complete overview about the current state of the
art Our bibliography points to research literature in the eld of constraintbased graphical
design

We have tried to form clusters collecting papers belonging to a common theme
However in order to suppress multiple citings of articles at various places in this survey and
also to save space we have decided to sometimes cite them just once Please note that due to
time limitations we are only able to mention most of the contributions without commenting
on all of them in detail
This paper is organized as follows First in section  we briey discuss dierent views
on constraints and constraint processing and overview the programming paradigms and con
straint solving techniques that have been applied to graphical applications We propose
a classication of the dierent approaches according to the models they use for constraint
solving Section  surveys constraintbased graphical applications according to the classi
cation given in section  while section  addresses geometrical layout problems that can be
formalized as CSPs In section  we describe some special features of constraint solvers for
graphical applications whilst section  spots further techniques Final remarks conclude the
present work

In some cases just simple assignment techniques seem to get employed Backtrackinglike algorithms
are discussed in

Zahn and Hower 	





It was a laborious job to collect all these articles from so many diverse sources the present paper
probably provides such an exhaustive collection for the rst time This work has beneted from extensive
overviews given in

Leler 	




Borning et al 	





Sannella 	





Fron 	



 and

Gleicher 	




where some information presented here has been derived from

 Constraints for Graphics and Visualization
As it has been shown in previous work many graphical and multimedia automation tasks can
be facilitated eciently using constraint processing techniques Especially constraints have
been used extensively in automated geometric layout to maintain visibility and consistency
in interactive user interfaces The declarative semantics of constraint languages allows one
to specify graphical objects and their interrelationships while avoiding extraneous concerns
about the realization of the visualization algorithms Moreover applying constraints to
graphical displays automatically allows a better control of the design space and facilitates
an incremental redesign of a generated presentation on the y This decoupling of the
visualization from the application code results in easy modication and elegant specication
capabilities and facilitates adaptive and exible presentations
Another major advantage is the ability of constraints to describe complex objects simply
and naturally Thus constraint networks provide an elegant mechanism to state design
relevant knowledge about heterogeneous geometrical and topological relationships declara
tively while characterizing properties between dierent kinds of graphical objects that can
be maintained by the underlying system They can easily be used to specify layout require
ments in graphical environments in order to guarantee local circumscriptions of the presen
tation such as format restrictions margins distances and nonoverlapping or to maintain
consistency among objects in the whole document Furthermore constraint programming
techniques have been used to declaratively represent aesthetic knowledge eg basic design
principles expressing perceptual criteria cf

Graf  

 


  Paradigms and Methodology
Our classication is mainly based on the distinction between two dierent research elds
also represented by dierent communitieswhich have been addressed by constraint pro
cessing techniques the classical eld of constraint satisfaction CS versus the broader area
of constraintbased inference CBI While CS refers to problem solving using constraints
CBI means problem solving on constraints In our application area related work on CS is
concerned with the search for all solutions of a CSP such as in combinatorial placement
problems in discrete nite domains while CBI is mainly concerned with the modication
of subsolutions such as in interactive graphical interfaces
In CBI constraints usually do not state an NPcomplete problem Here the solution of a
constraint problem not a CSP in the traditional sense frequently is only one issue of a more
general design goal that can be achieved by using knowledge about the constraints such as
in intelligent presentation systems cf WIP

Andre et al  



 CS is employed to nd
all one or the best solution of a CSP such as in combinatorial placement and optimization
problems It may be seen as a subset of the more general technology of CBI and can also be
used as part of it in a particular problem scope
According to

Borning et al  

 Sannella  



 this classication reects the two
major approaches the perturbation model and the renement model  Most of the mentioned
CBI systems are based on the perturbation model that uses the value inference technique
Valueinference constraint solvers assign constant values to some variables and use constraints
to determine values of remaining uninstantiated variables allowing other constraints to be
selected etc Here constraints reduce the search space by propagating values as soon as
possible This technique enables a datadriven computation ie each constraint has a set of

procedures methods in an objectoriented sense that can be invoked alternately to satisfy
the constraint
The renement model usually is used in CS systems such as all nite domain solvers
which are based on constraint propagation techniquesconsistency or search algorithms
referred to as label inference

Faltings  

a

 Some approaches have also applied renement
based solvers to interactive graphical interfaces cf

Helm et al  



 For most graphics
applications the perturbation approach has been approved rather than the renement model
since   it is more ecient and easier to implement  it provides facilities of control to
assign specic values to variables and  variables with changeable values enable editing
and interaction However value inference is rather insucient for solving combinatorial
problems since it mainly works for equational constraints An additional feature of the value
based approach is provided by the wellknown Blue algorithms

FreemanBenson et al  


Sannella  



 they are structurebased in the sense that they generate plans which can
repeatedly be reused
Furthermore constraint languages can be compared according to the variable domains
and constraint types they support eg equationsinequalitiesdisequations numericsymbolic
geometric extensionalintensional explicitimplicit staticdynamic onewaymultiwaymeth
ods and onemultioutput The dierent approaches also show the tradeo between declar
ativityuniversality vs eciency Moreover the constraint paradigm can be applied in an
active or passive manner to graphical applications It can serve as a knowledge representation
formalism and a computational model as well as an ecient control mechanism
   Constraint Solving Techniques
The wide eld of constraintbased graphics systems subsumes many classes of constraint
solving techniques diering in the solving algorithm and propagation especially methods for
constraint optimization and the handling of cycles overconstrained situations partial CS
and dynamic input among others Here crucial points include eciency and incrementality
By and large we can distinguish the following categories local propagation nite domain
numerical symbolic geometric as well as application and domainspecic solvers
Local propagation solvers Local propagation is the most commonly used constraint solv
ing technique in graphical applications It has a long tradition in constraint pro
cessing and has been investigated extensively eg Sketchpad

Sutherland  


and
ThingLab

Borning  



 Local propagation solvers propagate values states and
degrees of freedom DOFs Besides in the graphics domain local propagation often
works in an assignment mode to just inform other variables about some variable
instantiations Then when k  n variables are given in a subnet we need the
instantiation of k    variables to determine the value of the remaining one this is
also called onestep deduction However some systems even allow the propagation
of algebraic expressionsas the one presented in

Gosling  
	

 Advantages of lo
cal propagation for graphical applications are   eciency  generality and 
debugging facilities for variable computation A typical disadvantage is that local
propagation cannot handle cyclic constraint nets and nonequational constraints
Finitedomain solvers Finitedomain constraint techniques derived as a subset of general
constraint processing state an important paradigm emerging from AI cf

Mackworth
 

 Kumar  



 They have a wide applicability for highlycomplex combinatorial

conguration and optimization problems such as geometric placement The innovative
idea of nitedomain constraint solving in graphics lies in the active use of constraints
to prune the search space a priori by removing combinations of values which cannot
appear together in a solution in order to avoid combinatorial explosion Consistency
algorithms and search procedures including lookingahead and intelligent backtracking
methods are in use to eciently solve CSPs cf

Van Hentenryck  
	


 Geomet
ric CSPs are treated in more detail in section 

Hower  




may serve as one
representative which ensures global constraint satisfaction in nite domains
Numeric solvers Numeric solvers that evolved from research in the eld of operations re
search use iterative approximation techniques such as classical relaxation the gradi
ent NewtonRaphson or LevenbergMarquardt method

Press et al  



 for solving
large sets of linear and nonlinear constraints among realvalued variables But usually
they are not ecient enough for graphical applications and may not converge on a
solution for all constraints For instance the NewtonRaphson iteration eg used in
Juno

Nelson  
	 Heydon and Nelson  



and Converge

Sistare  

 

 changes
all constrained variables at each iteration step The LevenbergMarquardt iteration a
leastsquares method that is used in Chimera

Kurlander and Feiner  



 achieves
better numerical eciency Frequently iterative numerical techniques are employed in
situations when local propagation fails because of cycles or simultaneous constraints
Further examples of numerical solvers are the systems TRIPCOOL

Kamada  
	




QOCA

Helm et al  



 and Bramble

Gleicher  



 Numerical solvers which are
limited to linear algebraical constraints are provided by for example METAFONT

Knuth  
	

and IDEAL

van Wyk  
	

both systems do not have a WYSIWYG
interface Numerical solvers for a xed set of nonlinear constraints are used within
the drawing programs Briar

Gleicher and Witkin  



 Converge

Sistare  

 

 and
IntelliDraw the Alduss commercial drawing programthey are WYSIWYG but do
not have a programming view
Symbolic solvers Another class of solvers socalled graph transformation solvers that use
algebraic term rewriting rulesexploit symbolic techniques For example the solver in
the system GITS

Olsen Jr and Allan  



uses a rather simple approach by referring
to a table of precompiled constraints to resolve cycles The graphical editor Magritte

Gosling  
	

 that supports only a small set of algebraic constraints exploits a more
elaborated approach of replacing cycles through algebraic transformations General
constraint languages based on term rewriting solvers have also been used in the context
of graphical applications for example the systems Bertrand

Leler  
		

 Equate

Wilk
 

 

 and Siri

Horn  




Geometric solvers Here we point to the socalled geometric constraint engine by

Kramer
 



 which provides a geometric constraint solver that allows direct inferences along
DOFs of geometric entities
Domainspeci
c solvers Many graphics and visualization systemsmake use of application
specic and domainspecic constraint solvers that restrict the represention of and
reasoning about constraints to a certain domain Many of them support equations


Hower and Jacobi 	



illustrates a distributed approach

you may also consult

Takahashi et al 	




and inequalities among realvalued variables and provide numeric as well as symbolic
techniques for solving them But usually they are limited to problems that can be
formalized as sets of constraints within the corresponding domain Examples are the
graphical editors Bramble

Gleicher  



and QOCA

Helm et al  



as well as a
surface modelling tool developed by

Welch and Witkin  




  Classication of the Dierent Viewpoints
The various approaches strongly depend on the structure and complexity of the specic ap
plication domain For example we may consider the graphics type eg rectanglestriangles
D informational graphics such as graphs owcharts and networks D realistic graphics
multimedia items and animation and the question whether dynamictemporal informa
tion and user interaction is required Furthermore we can distinguish between applications
where constraints are generated or inferred automatically on the y and others that require
userdened constraints
Hence constraint formalisms and constraint solving algorithms have been used in dif
ferent forms and qualities According to major dierences in the use of constraints we
will classify constraintbased graphics approaches as follows   generalpurpose constraint
programming languages and systems extending programming languages by constraint for
malisms that sometimes include domainspecic constraint libraries  general constraint
solvers  constraint solvers integrated in user interfaces and  pure applications that
besides others make use of constraints
In many cases general local propagation solvers such as DeltaBlue

FreemanBenson et al
 



and SkyBlue

Sannella  



have been used in a number of applications including the
userinterface toolkit MultiGarnet

Sannella  



 the constraint imperative programming
language Kaleidoscope

FreemanBenson  

 

 the drawing program CoolDraw

Freeman
Benson  



 the D animation system TBAG

Elliott et al  



 and the virtual reality
system VB

Gobbetti and Balaguer  



	

Frequently constraint solvers and imperative programming languages have been inte
grated by modifying an objectoriented system For example Garnet

Myers et al  




Rendezvous

Hill et al  

 Hill  



 and PICASSO

Rowe et al  

 

use the facilities
of an objectoriented system in order to associate constraints to particular object slots and
invoke a local propagation solver when these slots are changed
In contrast to general constraint satisfaction many approaches in this area use constraints
only on a preprocessing stage and exploit other mechanisms eg optimization algorithms
for problem solving In the following we will compare the bulk of local propagation solvers in
interactive graphical applications to the diverse set of other techniques especially constraint
satisfaction For this bibliographical survey we have chosen a classication following the
dierent application areas
 Constraintbased Graphical Applications
Related work on geometric layout graphics and visualization issues is immanent to a large
spectrum of application domains which includes the following categories interactive graphi
cal drawing and editing systems user interface management systems UIMSs layout and
	
see also

Balaguer and Gobbetti 	



	
display managers intelligent CAD systems multimedia presentation systems programming
byexample DD computer graphics and animation systems and visual programming lan
guages Furthermore there are a lot of graphical applications which apply constraints only
rudimentarily while there seems to be less eort on principled constraintbased graphics
systems
 Graphical Editing and Drawing
Since constraint satisfaction techniques have becomemore and more sophisticated during the
last decade and with the growing availability of advanced graphics hardware there has been
an upward trend in applying constraint technology to computer graphics Thus most of the
related work on applications of constraint languages and systems has been done in the area
of interactive graphical interfaces especially in geometric layout Much of the recent work
on geometric layout in interactive graphics systems also comprises new constraint processing
techniques Obvious applications of constraintbased drawing programs are CAD systems
Based on Sketchpad the pioneering system in constraintbased languages and object
oriented programming as well as in interactive graphics subsequent ideas led to the constraint
oriented simulation laboratory ThingLab Further research activities on constraintbased
graphics systems focussing geometric layout include the systems IDEAL Magritte Juno
and Bertrand These early approaches supported only a limited set of graphic primi
tives and constraint types Most of them including Sketchpad and ThingLab did not
use a real declarative representation of constraints Juno

Heydon and Nelson  



is a constraintbased doubleview drawing editor which combines numeric and symbolic
techniques It enables solving of cyclic constraint nets and provides a powerful declara
tive language in order to enrich its extensible class of nonlinear constraints Constraint
solvers used for surface modelling in user interfaces and in graphical editors

Gleicher  


Helm et al  



are mostly limited to problems where the constraints can be expressed in
terms of numeric relations LayLabs constraintbased graphical editor InLay

Graf and Neu
rohr  



supports interactive multimedia layout authoring prepostediting and beau
tication tasks TRIPs

Kamada  
	
 Kamada and Kawai  

  Takahashi et al  

 
Miyashita et al  



integrated constraintbased object layout system COOL formats
graphs by minimizing the total energy of springs between the nodes expressed as a
quadratic function of the node positions Further drawing and editing programs are CoDraw

Gross  



 CoolDraw and Oak

Tonouchi et al  




  Intelligent CAD
Graphical constraints

Szwillus  



already have a long history in the area of articial
intelligence in design

Pfeerkorn  




Sutherland  


already proposes to use graphics
as a medium of communication and illustrates the constraintoriented approach from the
rst sketch to its complete nish

Johnson  


and

Thennarangam and Singh  



cope
with D modelling Constraint processing as a knowledge representation paradigm as well as
an inference mechanism is used in a broad spectrum of applications a more recent paper is
for instance

Tanimoto  



in the area of conguration of user interfaces

Klein  



also points to interesting issues in the frame of conguration problem solving

Young et
al  

 

and

Nagai and Terasaki  



prefer a constraintbased modelling in engineering

Gross et al  
		

illustrates the use of a constraint manager system in the wider area of


design

Shimada et al  
	


suggests a constraintbased framework for intelligent CAD
systems

Liu and Popplestone  



lists several sorts of constraints

Kalra and Barr
 



proposes that the system should maintain the relations among objects In

Nourani
and Magalhaes  



the user checks global consistency

Phillips et al  



rises the
problem of both under and overspecication of constraints

HelOr et al  



proposes
the use of inexact satisfaction of constraints as a means to express a general outline to avoid
overspecication

Veltkamp  



prefers an incremental technique instead of the usage
of a constraint logic programming system for interactive design purposes and deals with
underconstrained situations

Olsen Jr and Allan  



prefers interactive techniques too

Rappoport  



points to a higher level interface when indicating the constraints among
geometrical objects

Tsang  



briey mentions the notion of kconsistency which means
that it is possible to consistently assign values to k  n variables of the CSP
 Automated Layout Design of Graphical and Multimedia Pre
sentations
Since the layout of a presentation often conveys the structure intention and signicance of
the underlying information besides many other approaches such as rulecasebased rea
soning simulated annealing genetic algorithms especially constraintbased layout design
facilities play a crucial role for the design of automatically generated as well as userdened
graphical and multimedia presentations Recent approaches investigate the use of constraint
based formalisms for declaratively representing graphical design knowledge in order to pro
duce aesthetical as well as adaptive and coherent layouts
Marks investigated the encoding of arcnode diagrams in his ANDD system that grouped
nodes sharing common graphical values to reinforce perception of graphical properties
Besides a rulebased realization and an expensive genetic algorithm a constraintdriven
approach is detailed in

Dengler et al  



that uses a generalization of the simple mass
spring layout technique for constraint solving
Graf has developed the constraintbased multimedia layout framework LayLab

Graf
 

 Graf  

 Graf  

a

which incorporates a collection of two dedicated solvers in
cluding the local propagation solver SIVAS and the nite domain solver FIDOS SIVAS 
extends the constraint hierarchy solver DeltaBlue by indirect reference constraints in or
der to allow for dynamic input and user interaction FIDOS encodes placement heuristics
as domainspecic constraint abstractions and uses forward checking for eciently solving
them Furthermore LayLab deals with page layout as a rhetorical force inuencing the
intentional and attentional state of the user

Graf  

b


 Design of User Interfaces
Rapidly expanding activities on graphical and multimedia interface toolkits have addressed
the area between visual interfaces and constraintbased systems User interface construction
systems are similar to drawing programs since they have to determine size position and
behaviour of the interface items In user interface tools by far the most common technique
to solve constraints is local propagation It has the advantage of being rather ecient and
very general which is required in user interface construction
Many userinterfaces design systems have provided integrated constraint solvers includ
ing the prominent examples ThingLab II

Maloney et al  
	


 Garnet and Rendezvous
 
ThingLab II was concerned with extensions of the original ThingLab supporting constraint
hierarchies incremental compilation and graphical facilities for dening new kinds of con
straints
The constraint solver in Garnet supports only oneway constraints of the same strength
but provides some additional features

Vander Zanden et al  

 

 indirect reference con
straints of source variables experimenting both with a lazy evaluation and an eager eval
uation algorithm tolerance of side eects and a defaulting mechanism for dealing with
uninitialized variables This fulledged toolkit has achieved considerable exibility when
extended to MultiGarnet by multiway constraints and hierarchies
The Rendezvous language and architecture which is developed for distributed applica
tions as in computer supported cooperative work also allows only oneway constraints and
supports for indirection in sources and targets implemented with an eager algorithm tol
erance of side eects and a special mechanism for handling uninitialized variables The user
interface construction tools TRIP

Kamada and Kawai  

 

 TRIPDeltaTrip based on
DeltaBlue

Takahashi et al  

 

 and TRIP

Miyashita et al  



map abstract objects
and relations onto sets of graphical items and geometric relations for visualization
The user interface editor Opus

Hudson and Mohamed  



provides several display
techniques for constraints that reduce the typical cluttering eect of display objects
The use of constraints with priorities for specifying inter and intrawindow relations
in systems for window management and arrangement is illustrated in the nonhierarchical
window manager RTLCRTL

Cohen et al  
	

that is partially rulebased and the
Constraint Window System CWS

Epstein and LaLonde  
		

 The latter uses constraint
hierarchies in a layout system for Smalltalk windows eg to dene relations among the
canvas size window size and scaling factors Like a module of a UIMS Chisel

Singh and
Green  
	


creates interactive screen layouts from information about dialog requirements
display devices and user preferences Here the placing of socalled interaction techniques is
based on constraints which are associated with a measure of specicity
Further user interfaces and interface design systems that use constraints include GROW

Barth  
	

 Peridot

Myers  
		

 Lapidary

Myers et al  
	


 MEL

Hill  

 

 GITS
Animus

Duisberg  
	

 and the FilterBrowser user interface construction tool

Ege et al
 
	

 The references

Borning et al  

 Sannella  

 Fron  



contain additional
pointers to constraintbased user interfaces
	 ProgrammingbyExample and Beautication
An increasing number of interfacedesign systems mostly based on a graphical editor have
been developed during the last few years to make the interface design and constraint specica
tion process more ecient and comfortable than with conventional techniques Especially vi
sual programming and graphical editing tasks have been addressed by constraintbyexample
techniques to enhance the interactive specication and editing of graphical presentations
Some systems eliminate any need for the user to specify constraints explicitly The
user sketches the graphical elements and layout and the system infers the corresponding
constraints to be applied and maintained Here constraints provide a means of stating
layout requirements eg the Peridot system deduces constraints automatically as the user
demonstrates the desired behaviour The Chimera editor designed by Kurlander and Feiner
supports two functionalities by the help of constraints   It is able to infer constraints from
multiple snapshots

Kurlander and Feiner  



and  allows interactive graphical search
  
and replace operations

Kurlander and Feiner  




The Metamouse system

Maulsby et al  
		

is a demonstrational interface for graphical
editing tasks within a drawing program The user can specify a procedure by performing an
example execution trace manipulating objects directly on the screen and creating graphical
tools The spreadsheetbased system NoPumpG

Lewis  



allows for an easy creation of
animated graphics without any need for programming
Another important research topic deals with drawing and beautication of graphs Early
work includes an automatic beautier for line drawings and illustrations that makes use
of automatic constraint generation as part of the D graphics editor PED is described in

Pavlidis and Wyk  
	

 In this approach vertices are redrawn precisely following certain
constraints such as nearly adjacent or coincident lines that are inferred from an initial sketch
which are imposed on the beautied version But most of the drawing programs are limited
to syntactical constraints An extensive overview about algorithms for drawing graphs
some of them are constraintbasedprovides the annotated bibliography by Di Battista and
colleagues

Di Battista et al  





 ConstraintBased Animation and Visual Programming
Some systems incorporate the notion of time by allowing the representation andor process
ing of temporal constraints The animation system Animus see also

Borning and Duisberg
 
	

 is one of the rst systems that allows for easy construction of an animation with
minimal concern for lowerlevel graphics programming Here temporal constraints are used
to describe the appearance and structure of a picture as well as how those pictures evolve
in time TBAG that is also based on SkyBlue is a toolkit for the creation of interactive
dynamic D graphics The graphical toolkit Bramble supports user interaction through the
technique of dierential manipulation and represents also lights and cameras as constrainable
objects In an application of the Kaleidoscope language temporal constraints are used to
update the display of graphical objects which are manipulated by mouse actions interactively
and maintain their consistency requirements
Other research in the area of constraintbased layout in dynamic and animated settings
is concerned with topics like program visualization and visual programming see

Glinert
 

a Glinert  

b

for an overview Examples of program visualization systems are
the visual programming environment Fabrik

Ingalls et al  
		

and the systems Gelo

Duby et al  
	


and its D extension PLUM

Reiss  



 which provide generalpurpose
packages to visualize information about programs Here the layout of linked hierarchical
objects is described via constraints Gelo includes predened data views and allows the
graphical specication of topological constraints by the user

Cruz  



presents the U
term language a declarative language with a visual syntax for specifying the display of
database objects that is compatible with an objectoriented framework The environment
Escalante

McWhirter and Nutt  



supports the rapid prototyping as well as automated
generation of complex visual language applications LayLab has also been extended to
achieve topologically consistent layouts in visual program design

Graf and Neurohr  




By far the largest eort on algorithm animation exhibits the system BALSA

Brown
 
		

that creates animated courseware for an electronic classroom and provides an exten
sive library of animated presentations Further algorithm animation system are TANGO

Stasko  



 Zeus

Brown  

 

 and a gestural interface by

Duisberg  



for visual
programming of program visualizations The generation and animation of virtual worlds is
 
treated in

Thalmann and Thalmann  




 Geometric Layout as a CSP
As with many other interesting articial intelligence design problems geometric layout as
a highlycomplex conguration task can be formalized as a CSP In addition to research
on constraintbased inference systems described previously much work was done on the
modelling of combinatorial geometric problems in a nite discrete search space and on the
development of constraint satisfaction techniques for solving them eciently

Van Henten
ryck  
	
 Henz et al  



 Here the main problem consists of nding any solution that
satises all topological and geometrical restrictions with regard to certain optimization cri
teria So the design of an optimal geometric layout can be treated as a combination of a
general search problem and an optimization problem In contrast to other conguration or
scheduling problems an optimal geometric layout frequently has to satisfy certain additional
aesthetic criteria Generally the problem with most of the constraintbased approaches to
space planning problems is that they are   only adapted rudimentarily to real applications
 are very specic to a particular problem or application domain  or their runtime e
ciency is inadequate Therefore many previous constraint techniques could only be applied
to a narrow set of problems
Since ecient constraint satisfaction is crucial when using constraints for graphical tasks
general constraint logic programming languages currently available seem to be inconvenient
for handling realworld placement problems in realistic domains because of their increased
runtime and the required memory capacity especially when they are restricted to the use
of constraint techniques onlyalthough they have already proven their adequacy for such
problem classes for academic examples cf

M!uller et al  



and thus cannot compete
with specialized layout algorithms Therefore the CHIP sytem

Van Hentenryck  
	


has
been extended by a new primitive constraint in nite domains the socalled cumulative
constraint

Aggoun and Beldiceanu  



 that allows an improvement in the eciency of
CLP languages for solving hard scheduling and placement problems
A number of CLP languages have been marketed as commercial systems with a Clike
syntax and are frequently applied to solve combinatorial problems cf

Cras  

 Fron
 

 Jaar and Maher  



 For example the language CHARME that is based on a
procedural framework arose from CHIP by omitting its logic programming part Ilog Solver
establishes a library of constraint algorithms designed to work with C  programs which
has also been applied to geometric placement problems
Some further guidelines for solving practical CSPs are given in

Van Hentenryck  
	



Here it has been shown by the example of the cuttingstock problem that complex geomet
ric placement problems require a combination of an algorithmic and a constraintoriented
treatment The algorithmic approach is used to generate congurations that can easily be
used by the constraint solver to satisfy and optimize the constraints In a similar way in the
commercial application YPPS of the LayLab layout tool cf

Graf  

a

 its nite domain
solver FIDOS is enriched by a special constraint abstraction that represents the heuristic
placement of display advertisements similar to the cumulative constraint in order to allow
for an automated logical pagination of yellowpages telephone directories
The following research has also addressed the problem of solving geometric layout as a
CSP

Tokuyama et al  

 



Charman and Trousse  



 and

Aggoun and Beldiceanu
 
 



deal with rectangles

Hower et al  



 

employs a global constraint satisfaction
solver where all the various layout possibilities get generated by a bottomup approach
without the need of an optimization function Please consult

Hower  



 There in
order to reformulate a problem to get a discrete search space the reasoning takes place
along boundaries of value intervals See also

Elliman et al  



where interval domains
represent ranges of values A dierent approach to obey the nonoverlapping constraint
favouring evolutionary computing is demonstrated in

Hower et al  



where even triangles
can be handled
  

LozanoPerez  
	

treats more general polygons

du Verdier  



just
copes with binary constraints
 Special Constraint Solver Features in Graphical En
vironments
Todays realworld applications cannot be solved by standard constraint technology There
fore sophisticated constraint solvers provide special mechanisms to handle relaxation cf the
CP
 workshop on overconstrained systems constraint nets containing cycles incremen
tal compilation graphical constraint specication variable indirection constraint libraries
ecient consistency and search algorithms among others
	 Priority Weights
In

Badler et al  
	

and

Ege  
	


weights are assigned to the constraints the latter one
additionally reports on the usefulness of constraint processing in connection with user inter
faces

FreemanBenson et al  



also orders the constraints partially according to their
importance to be fullled there it is a distinction between required constraints which
must be satised and preferred ones with lowerlevel priorities It performs local propa
gation however no soft relaxation is possiblethe constraints will get deleted completely
please consult

Maloney  

 



Sannella et al  



 and

Sannella  



wrt further de
velopments

Darses  



already mentions there on p   that an increasing number of
CAD systems have been developed from the constraint satisfaction paradigm it proposes a
leastcommitment strategy along with an ordering of the constraints according to a priority
hierarchy

Emmerik  



recommends to assign priorities to the constraints to allow some
guidance inside the procedure during the detection of an inconsistency additionally it refers
to the usage of a constraintbased specication not only for geometric modelling where con
straints contain the DOFs but also for the design of user interfaces

Faltings et al  



deals with constraint variables with value intervals employing a justicationbased reason
maintenance system integrated into an intelligent CAD system It orders the constraints
according to some priority and distinguishes between irrevocable constraints and those ones
which may be subject to further modication It distinguishes constraints into two categories
preference constraints and xed constraints Preference constraints belong to various
levels in a hierarchy where the higher levels deal with the more global layout and the lower
ones know the details In case of inconsistency the informed constraints belonging to the
lower levels of the abstraction hierarchy are tried to get fullled whereas the more abstract
 

section  of

Berling et al 	



pp  presents a more detailed german description
  
Thanks to Anna Thornton for her encouragement during lively discussions after the CoPiCAD
 work
shop 

Hower et al 	

a

 to try such an approach
 
constraints have to be adjusted Fixed constraints however must be obeyed rst on the
higher levels according to the global layout restrictions in case of inconsistency lowlevel con
straints must be withdrawn in order to try to achieve just small changes

FreemanBenson
 

 

describes a hierarchy of constraint priorities and states that constraint systems are
often in use for graphical layout and interaction It mentions that a parallelization would
be desirable and furthermore it realizes an integration of imperative as well as declarative
features see also

Lopez et al  




	  ObjectOrientation
The paper

Borning and Duisberg  
	

promotes the objectoriented viewalso due to its
modularitywhich should be a good basis in changing situations to know what happens
and it illustrates how helpful the constraint processing paradigm is wrt the construction of
user interfaces

Sunde  
		

models the geometric relations via objectoriented constraints
denoting relations among objects changing the constraint specication causes the system
to compute the eects

El Dahshan and Barthes  
	


favours an object orientation and
proposes to introduce priorities to order the constraints

Fertey et al  



uses an object
oriented representation in a D environment

Arbab and Wang  

 

performs geometric
reasoning to catch the domain knowledge in a better way It also prefers the objectoriented
paradigm and proposes to manage on local changes within an incremental technique when
constraints are added which is important in interactive CADinstead of algebraic meth
ods Furthermore it allows to deal with some kind of qualitative constraints

Hill  

 

tries to avoid unnecessary recomputations

Rankin  



reports on good experience with
the combination of constraint processing and objectoriented programming furthermore it
states that the algorithm used is suitable for a parallel architecture

Du  



maintains in
variant relationships in geometrical modelling via CADoriented constraint processing in an
objectoriented system

Paltrinieri  



features objectoriented abstraction to visualize
the constraint network
	 CSP Modication and Inconsistency Handling
The work

Br!uderlin  
	

deals with  and dimensional objects in case of an incon
sistency of the underlying CSP the user has to replace a constraint or even to delete one

Serrano and Gossard  
	

mentions the constraintoriented philosophy of design and also
allows constraints to get modied

Vander Zanden  
		

reports on the need to have an
update mechanism which allows to propagate the modications just along those constraints
which are directly inuenced by minimal change it proposes an incremental approach in
order to keep the alterations as local as possible principle of least astonishment in case
of constraint modications
 
Furthermore it provides a comfortable overview regarding
user interface management systems and compiles literature wrt constraintbased graphic
systems until  
		

Keirouz et al  



recalls the fact that during the design phase one
would like to be able to change the constraints

Yamaguchi and Kimura  



proposes just
to perform the necessary changes when inconsistency occurs which would require a kind of
 

Newbery Paulisch 	



also intends to yield just small eects on the recomputation due to small
changes in the layout in the case of an inconsistency however constraints get completely deactivated
Additionally it mentions the feature of adaptability when using an objectoriented design

Szwillus 	



pursues the least astonishment principle too
 
metalevel control furthermore it illustrates geometric reasoning based on geometric con
straints for variational geometry

Murtagh and Shimura  



reports on a redesign just by
the adjustment of only a few parameters

Helm et al  



incrementally adds and deletes
constraints in an objectoriented architecture to perform re and undo operations in a
constraintbased graphical editing system
 


Rosendahl  



points to undo operations
in CAD

Baykan and Fox  

 

commends the constraintdirected search as a principal
problem solving mechanism for intelligent CAD and proposes some abstraction to reduce
the complexity when inconsistency occurs the user shall relax the constraintsyou may
consult

Flemming et al  



discussing local path consistencycoping with at most 
variables at once too

"
Zalik et al  



performs local propagation during its incremental
design and wishes an immediate visualization of the eects the changes should be performed
just where necessary and a parallel computation would be recommendable

Pineda  



reasons symbolically when changes are needed

Matou"sek  



discards some constraints

Bahler et al  



handles negotiated conict resolution in design
 Diverse Techniques
The article

Cournarie and BeaudouinLafon  



reports on local constraint propagation
in graphical user interfaces It identies problems with an objectoriented implementation
and introduces a prototypebased model it also proposes to employ several special pur
pose constraint solvers in a modular way

FreemanBenson and Borning  



requires
one corresponding constraint solver for each special domain to foster the integration of ob
jects and constraints

Nelson  
	

translates geometric constraints into numerical ones
to solve them numerically please further consult also

Heydon and Nelson  





Sriram
and Maher  
	

represents the constraints as objects or as production rules

Duisberg
 
	

refers to the time aspect of the computation it mentions the fundamental hardness
of the CSP as well as the fortunate fact that in some specic applications it turns out
that it is still feasible

Witkin et al  
	

expresses constraints as energy functions in
the case of a local not global minimum user interaction is required 

Steinberg  
	

also prefers control by the user

Iba and Inoue  

 

and

Owen  

 

use an algebraic
method 

Kondo  



employs algebraic methods with potentially high complexity
 


Agrawal et al  



employs an equation system

Buchanan and de Pennington  



illustrates the use of computer algebra

Isaacs and Cohen  
	

already propagates along
DOFs

Kramer  



reviewed also in

Bouzy  



and

Sacks  



 allows to refor
mulate the problem so that the search space is discrete and it declines to prefer iterative
methods because these ones cannot exploit intelligently the case when just a small change
in the problem specication has to be considered it therefore prefers the DOF analysis
incorporating a constraintbased geometric reasoning It incrementally reduces the DOFs
and proposes symbolic reasoning taking into consideration geometric knowledge instead of
blind manipulation of algebraic equations Domainspecic strategies are employed and it
is stated that the complexity of their method is polynomial in the number of constraints
In general there are three translational DOFs three rotational ones and sometimes also di
 

Ruttkay 	



presents an editor based on constraint processing too
 
The analysis of the complexity of this method is left for future work 

Kondo 	



 p 	
 
mensional DOFs
 
 You may further consult

Kramer  




 

Bouma et al  



reports
on geometrical constraint solving too

Solano and Brunet  



comments on parametric
design

Chung  



promotes constraintbased variational design

Pabon et al  



integrates parametric geometry and variational modelling

Karsenty et al  



tries to
identifyinfer the constraints

Kass  



uses interval arithmeticsee also

Navinchan
dra and Rinderle  
	




Guan and Friedrich  



proposes a reasonable inconsistency
handling in its objectoriented design and dierentiates between predened parameters and
changeable ones its main contribution is the initiation of fuzzy constraint satisfaction

Towhidnejad et al  



uses constraint processing techniques in the area of automatic
knowledge acquisition of CAD data

Guesgen and Hertzberg  



points to the interesting
relationship of spatial and temporal constraintbased reasoning

Thornton  



discusses
genetic algorithms and simulated annealing approaches

Tsuchida  



deals with tree
like diagrams where the nodes are rectangles

Tamassia  



illustrated the need of the
management of constraints in graph drawing
	 Final Remarks
The intent of the present paper is to provide an extensive collection of connected work
hopefully including also the most recent material for the rst timewhich up to now is not
yet available otherwise to such an extent A thorough elaboration of the constraintoriented
view enables the designer and the user of a system to naturally express the meaning of the
intended message in mind such that the computer may support the human in maintaining
even the semantics of the implementationa welcome feature of sensible CAD
Acknowledgements
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Rigid bodies do not have such dimensional degrees of freedom
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also works in the kinematic domain
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